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Abstract— The electric Power industry is currently 

undergoing an unprecedented reform.The anticipated effort 

targets to predict the load by utilizing Artificial Neural 

Networks (ANN). Short term load forecasting acts an 

important character for the economic, planning and reliable 

action of power systems. Consequently, numerous statistical 

techniques have been conventionally projected for these 

forecasting, but it have become tiring to build an exact 

functional model. This tiring task can be decreased by using 

ANN. ANN is a machine which is devised to model in 

fashion which the human brain does a particular task. The 

main intension of the anticipated effort is to build a NN 

model known as an Elman recurrent network on the flat 

form of MATLAB to simulate the load prediction. We also 

evaluate the results attained by weather and a non-weather 

sensitive model. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Steep raise of power system networks and upturn in their 

complexity, different features are influential in electric 

power generation, demand or load management. Load 

forecasting in the precarious feature for profitable operation 

of power systems. Prediction of forthcoming loads is crucial 

for infrastructure development, network planning and soon. 

Load forecasting could be categorized in three classes, as 

short-term, medium term and long term load forecasting. 

Short term load covers hourly to weekly load, which are 

habitually essential for day to day economic operations.  

II. POWER SYSTEM LOAD FORECASTING 

Many aspects or parameters which can be endogenous or 

exogenous variables affects the short term load forecasting. 

The variables involves Climate changes are related to air 

temperature, wind speed, precipitation level, relative 

humidity among others. These variables have more effect on 

very short-term electricity demand (minutes or hour ahead). 

In this context, this proposed work will present a 

methodology for very short- term load forecasting 

considering the climatic change impact. Therefore, relative 

humidity and air temperature are linked through the 

Discomfort Index, and the first with the wind speed are 

related through the Wind Chill. These climate indexes used 

in this paper for electric load forecasting together with a 

multiple regression model. The proposed projection 

technique was tested computationally and compared with 

real date obtained from a distribution utility located in 

southern Brazil. The results describe the strong dependence 

of the evolution of electricity demand with climatic change 

in the very short-term. 

 

III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS (ANNS) 

A. Benefits of ANN 

They are extremely powerful computational devices. 

Massive parallelism makes them very efficient. They can 

learn and generalize from training data – so there is no need 

for enormous feats of programming. They are particularly 

fault tolerant – this is equivalent to the “graceful 

degradation” found in biological systems. They are very 

noise tolerant – so they can cope with situations where 

normal symbolic systems would have difficulty. In 

principle, they can do anything a symbolic logic system. 

The Elman recurrent network is made use in this 

work. The arrangement of a recurrent neural network is 

similar to a humanoid brain network interconnection and 

working. The recurrent neural network structure presents 

loops and backward links in the network. Feedback 

networks are remarkably governing and we get highly 

elaborated. The behavior of this class on networks is seen to 

be varying continuously till they attain an equilibrium state. 

This indicates the state of the network remains at the 

equilibrium until the input varies and a new equilibrium is to 

be found. Feedback architectures are also known to 

interactive or recurrent, even though the latter word is often 

used to represent feedback connections. 

 

Fig. 1: A typical topology of recurrent networks 

IV. DATA COLLECTION AND PRE PROCESSING 

Data collection is a vital task of any kind of research study. 

Insufficient or inaccurate data can influence the results of a 

study and eventually lead to skewed results. In this, the 

actual load data was taken. Weather conditions impacts the 

load extremely. Thus the correlation between weather 

conditions and load consumption is overwhelmingly needed, 

specifically in locality where noteworthy weather condition 

changes are experienced. 

A. Data Storage 

Data storage can be carried out in different ways. The 

techniques utilized to implement storing data are external 

techniques like database management system (DBMS) or 

Microsoft excel and other conventional method. Data 
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collected is stored in Microsoft Excel sheets in this work. 

These sheets are then imported into mat lab software by 

using the command as “xlsread”. 

B. Data Pre-processing 

The raw or pre-processed weather and load data is stored in 

the excel sheet. Nevertheless, this data is being normalized 

former to giving them to the network for training or 

prediction attempt. Data scaling is crucial due to the 

circumstance that neural networks are repeatedly vulnerable 

to raw data, it’s tremendously vital that data are scaled 

(classically values between -1 and 1,or  0 and 1,) to escape 

convergence problems. 

C. Data scaling 

The data scaling is made in order to advance interpretability 

of network model weights and uniform scaling matches 

originally the significance of variables. The equation shown 

below have undoubtedly been used and to normalize the 

load data and weather data. 

 

D. Bad data detection and replacement 

Without the exception, few bad data were found in the 

overall load data. The bad data was replaced by taking 

average of previous hour and the very next hour load data. 

E. Alignment of the Input Vector (IV) of prediction    

models 

The two input vector composition are, one for non-weather 

sensitive model without any specification of the exogenous 

variables and the other for weather sensitive model 

involving the exogenous variables. 

 

Fig. 2: Alignment of the input vectors (non-weather 

sensitive) network model 

 

Fig. 3: Alignment of the input vector (weather sensitive) 

network model 

V. APPLICATION OF ANN IN LOAD FORECASTING 

The ANN-based structures are been built and presented with 

the actual load data to predict the load a week historically. 

Elman Recurrent (ER) Neural Network model is built and 

then used to the total load. The obtained model can be either 

non-weather sensitive or a weather sensitive model. The 

structure of the network for the non-weather sensitive model 

is defined as shown: (4-10-1) viz., 4-inputs for historic 

adjoining consumption instances, 10- is then number of 

hidden layer neurons, 1- is the number of output neuron for 

hourly forecast. Likewise, the second network structure is 

somewhat revised to include some of the effects of the 

weather associated variables. Consequently the network 

arrangement was then changed to (8-10-1). 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Differences between  developed weather sensitive as well as 

non-weather sensitive models are evaluated. Along with it, 

the subsequent performance measure hired: mean 

percentage error (MPE) and mean square error (MSE) to 

estimate the performance of network models. The actual 

error in kW is also compared. 

 

A. Network architectural design for the ER model 

The network structure consists of 1 output neuron and 10 

hidden layer neurons. A tan sigmoid transfer function is 

used for the activation for hidden layer and a pure linear 

transfer function is used in the output layer. Momentum 

factor and the learning rate both are kept constant althrough 

the training period at 0.35 and 0.75 respectively. 

B. Elman recurrent non weather sensitive model 

The weather data is not used in this model i.e. the weather 

data is omitted as it is non-weather sensitive model. The 

simulation results, corresponding error, and network 

performance for the non-weather model is shown below in 

Figure 2 (a), (b), and (c) respectively. 
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Fig. 2 (a): Simulated results 

 

Fig. 2 (b): The associated actual error (kW) 

 

Fig. 2 (c): Training 

C. Elman recurrent weather sensitive model 

The weather variables that are used: humidity, minimum and 

maximum temperature, wind speed, and daily average wind. 

The acquired results and the actual error in  kW , 

performance of this model is shown in Figure 3(a),(b) and 

(c)respectively. The Figure 3 (b) shows that weather 

sensitive forecasting network model operates somewhat 

better than the non-sensitive model. 

 

Fig. 3 (a): Simulated results 

 

 

Fig. 3 (b): The associated actual error (kW) 

 

Fig. 3 (c): Training 
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